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s are developed internally, in a ‘knowledge silo’ that delivers one

data is performed in the ‘Soley Studio’ 
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via an existing dependency (marked with ‘1’). Four types of dependencies can be
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relationship question. A ‘positive’ answer (it exists) is marked with ‘1’. By answering 
questions in the ‘direction’ of 

‘gives’ inputs to
; and ‘receives’ outputs from 

WW flow. ‘1’s 
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propagations of a system, the ΔCPI is calculated. S
S

ΔCPI S – S –

ΔCPI represents the influence of an element when a sequence of changes occurs 
D

Fig.1, where every element in MDMM is ΔX in the

ΔCPI shows if an element (X or ΔX) is a Multiplier (

over incoming (positive value, ‘+’). It indicates 

outgoing changes (neutral, ‘0’). The

prevalence of incoming changes (‘ ’ value). These are 

s. The ΔCPI

elements with high ΔCPI



SCPI and ΔCPI for D

SCPI and ΔCPI indicate resilience of a system. A hierarchic 

(‘1’s), indicates the sum of physical interfaces that run the system.
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in the “end of the pipe”
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Review of the ΔCPIs for the 3 

multiplication is ‘+1’.
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Types of ΔCPI
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